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Abstract—The article proposes a methodology to perform
azimuth focusing of spaceborne transmitter-stationary receiver
bistatic synthetic aperture radar data across multiple along-track
apertures to increase azimuth resolution. The procedure uses as
input several azimuth apertures (continuous groups of range com-
pressed pulses) from one or more satellite bursts and comprises
the following stages: antenna pattern compensation, slow time
resampling, reconstruction of missing azimuth samples between
neighboring sets of pulses using an autoregressive (AR) model
and back-projection focusing of the resulting multiaperture range
image. A novel, highly efficient method is proposed to estimate the
optimal order for the AR model. It differs from the traditional
approach that uses the Akaike Information Criterion to directly
estimate the order because the proposed method estimates the
order indirectly by detecting the number of targets using principle
component analysis. Spatial smoothing is used to obtain a full rank
covariance matrix, whose eigenvalues are then analyzed using min-
imum description length. The optimal order is an integer multiple
of the number of targets, which depends on signal-to-noise ratio.
The approach is evaluated with real bistatic data acquired over an
area of Bucharest city, Romania.
Index Terms—Autoregressive (AR) model, bistatic synthetic
aperture radar (SAR), focusing, order estimation, signal
reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION
B ISTATIC and multistatic synthetic aperture radar (SAR)systems have seen a continuous growth in popularity over
the years due to their unique and powerful remote sensing
capabilities. In this article, we will focus on how cross-range
resolution may be improved using a bistatic SAR system com-
posed from an opportunistic spaceborne radar sensor and a
ground-based receiver.
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A certain ground location can be usually imaged with a mono-
static spaceborne SAR sensor, by exploiting the information
available from one ascending/descending orbit. Moreover, if the
operating mode of the satellite uses multiple subswaths, this
information is obtained only from one subswath per orbit.
Bistatic SAR imaging systems with a stationary receiver and
a spaceborne transmitter of opportunity (e.g., TerraSAR-X [1],
ERS-2/ENVISAT [2], or GNSS [3]) open the possibility to
image the same area using data bursts belonging to multiple
subswaths [4], [5].
When Sentinel-1A/B operating in the terrain observation
through progressive scans (TOPSAR) imaging mode is used as
transmitter of opportunity, a stationary receiver captures pulses
from the burst corresponding to the subswath in which the
receiver is placed, and also from bursts belonging to the other
subswaths. In both cases, the received pulses can be pulses that
were transmitted through the main beam or through the side
lobes of the satellite’s antenna. The available multiburst data can
be used in various ways for target characterization by exploiting
the enhanced azimuth diversity. A procedure to enhance the
azimuth resolution using pulses received by the antenna’s side
lobes was presented in [4] for a bistatic receiver that records data
continuously.
The principle benefit of using multiple apertures in space-
borne transmitter/stationary receiver bistatic SAR is obtaining
fine azimuth resolution, having access just to publicly available
information regarding the data (e.g., the Sentinel 1A/B TOPSAR
ancillary information required to synchronize the bistatic system
and to perform azimuth focusing). Moreover, Sentinel 1A/B
does not generally operate in spotlight mode and cannot provide
very good azimuth resolution. Thus, such a bistatic system can
be used for fine resolution SAR imaging even when the satellite
operates in TOPSAR mode and by only using publicly available
information.
This article presents a methodology developed to increase
azimuth resolution by exploiting multiaperture bistatic data ac-
quired in a spaceborne transmitter–stationary receiver configu-
ration. The procedure uses as input several continuous groups of
range compressed pulses (from one or more bursts) and consists
in the following main steps: compensation of the antenna pattern
(AP), resampling in the slow time domain, and reconstruction
of the missing azimuth samples between neighboring groups
of pulses using an autoregressive (AR) model. The obtained
multiaperture range image is focused on a 2-D grid with a
back-projection algorithm adapted to bistatic geometry.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Compared to the method presented in [4], the procedure
proposed in this article aims to exploit data from multiple bursts
and is designed for a trigger-based acquisition, which reduces
the memory requirements and enhances the maximum number
of pulses that can be recorded. This implies an increased total
aperture length (and better azimuth resolution), but the pulses
that do not reach the triggering threshold will not be recorded and
their information has to be extrapolated from available data. It is
important to note that if a pulse is detected on the synchroniza-
tion channel (line of sight), it is not necessary that reflections
from all targets are also received, as some shapes might have
pulse-to-pulse variations in radar cross-section, and can even
migrate through range bins. However, for the analysis presented
in this article, we assume that these effects are negligible.
Another important factor which is addressed in this article is
the effect the order of the AR model has on the data reconstruc-
tion step. As it will be shown later in this article, setting the
order too low will cause the AR model to underfit the data while
setting the order too high will cause overfitting. Either case will
have a negative impact on signal reconstruction. The Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), developed by Akaike, is widely
used for obtaining a good balance between performance and
risk of overfitting. However, the method can be extremely costly,
especially for large data samples. We propose a new approach for
estimating the order, based on phased array Direction of Arrival
techniques, which is significantly more efficient, without com-
promise in performance. The traditional approach using AIC to
directly estimate the optimal order will be used throughout this
article as a reference for our proposed method.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
presents the developed procedure to focus multiaperture bistatic
data. Section III presents an in-depth analysis of the order-
estimating method, while in Section IV, the methodology is
evaluated with real data acquired with the receiver presented
in [5]. The conclusion is then stated in Section V.
II. MULTIAPERTURE FOCUSING OF BISTATIC DATA
A. Bistatic Azimuth Signal Model
The envisaged bistatic geometry is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The ground receiver has two channels—one that receives
directly the transmitted pulses through an antenna oriented to-
ward the satellite (reference channel) and another that receives
the reflected signals from the illuminated scene (typically called
imaging channel). The duration of each aperture k that illumi-
nates the scene is denoted with Tk and its central azimuth time
with tap,k, defined as the moment when the satellite reaches the
center of aperture k.
The closest approach distance to the receiver and to an arbi-
trary point P from the scene are denoted R0, and respectively,
R0,P .
The origin of the slow time axis corresponds to the closest
point of approach to the receiver and tP is the zero-Doppler
time of point P.
At the ground receiver level, the range compression of each
pulse is performed by intercorrelating the baseband signal of the
imaging channel with the one of the reference channel [5], and
Fig. 1. Spaceborne transmitter–stationary receiver bistatic geometry.
Fig. 2. Spectrogram of the azimuth chirps. (a) 3 Hz/s for the present bistatic
geometry. (b) 2400 Hz/s for monostatic.
the azimuth bistatic signal of point P seen from aperture k can
be expressed as


















































whereA is the complex amplitude, λ is the wavelength at central
frequency, v is the satellite’s velocity, and pk(t) is a window
centered around tap,k, which includes the effect of the AP. Note
that sk(t) is a chirp signal in the slow time domain with a small
chirp rate (for a target placed at Rg,P = 10 km from the ground
receiver and Sentinel-1 used as transmitter of opportunity, the
bistatic chirp rate is around 3 Hz/s, which is a few hundred times
smaller than the monostatic one), so the bistatic azimuth signal
actually consists of complex exponentials with slowly varying
frequency (the intercorrelation with the reference channel signal
acts almost like a dechirping in azimuth). This is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
From the implementation point of view, the sampled version
of the signal sk(t) is a group of Np,k pulses acquired with a
certain pulse repetition interval (PRI).
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Fig. 3. Multiaperture bistatic focusing—block diagram and qualitative repre-
sentation of intermediate signals.
B. Bistatic Azimuth Focusing
A block diagram of the procedure used to focus bistatic data
from multiple apertures is presented in Fig. 3. We consider K
groups of consecutive pulses separated by gaps having different
durations. The duration of the gap between group k and k + 1
is denoted with Tgap,k. The PRI of each group depends on the
burst to which it belongs (usually we have a few consecutive
groups with the same PRI placed between groups with different
PRIs).
Due to the beam sweep in a TOPSAR mode, each aperture
(group of pulses) will be affected in a different way by the
AP. Since the receive angle of the reference channel antenna is
practically constant in the entire aperture, the actual AP for each
group of pulses is proportional to the amplitude of the pulses
received on the reference channel. Therefore, the normalized
AP can be estimated on the reference channel data, and the
compensation can be performed by dividing the imaging data
with the AP. In [4], the AP compensation is done with a weighing
window depending on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in order
to reduce noise amplification (however, for large SNRs, the
weighing window is practically the inverse of the AP).
Since the apertures can be sampled with different PRIs, all
range compressed data are resampled in slow time domain to a
common PRI. If the BP focusing algorithm is applied directly on
the azimuth phase history with interaperture gaps (considering
as zeros the azimuth samples in between the apertures), spurious
lobes will appear in the final bistatic SAR image. In a simplified
manner, this effect can be thought of as a parasitic modulation,
more specifically: ON-OFF keying. The ON-OFF (subaperture or
gap) is the modulating signal and the azimuth chirp is the carrier.
Considering the small slope of the chirp, we may approximate
the signal as a complex sine-wave, so the azimuth matched filter-
ing step simplifies to taking the Fourier Transform. Instead of a
point spread function (PSF) that depends solely only on the chirp
signal, we obtain the convolution between the desired PSF and
the spectrum of the ON–OFF modulating signal, which produces
a significant amount of sidelobes, as seen in the experimental
section, Fig. 10 (b).
To avoid this effect, the next step is to fill the gaps between
the apertures using an AR model [6]. An analysis was done in
[7] describing the negative effects of these gaps.
Restoration of lost samples using AR models is typically used
for speech and music signals, and the technique is capable to
reconstruct the signal in gaps of up to 100 ms [6], [8]. This
method can be used to fill the interaperture gaps of bistatic
azimuth signals since they actually consist in a couple of linear
chirp signals with small frequency variations (quite similar with
some audio signals) that can easily be regarded as short-term
stationary signals around the gaps.
In our implementation, the samples of a gap are determined
as an average of the signals predicted by two AR models:
one estimated using the samples from the left-side of the gap
(forward prediction) and another based on the samples from
the right side of the gap (backward prediction). This approach
lessens the short-term stationarity requirements imposed to the
signal [6]. A detailed description on how the order of the AR
model is estimated will be presented next.
III. PROPOSED ORDER-ESTIMATING METHOD
The proposed method, shown in Algorithm 1, can be thought
of as a sequence of processing blocks, and for simplicity it
will be presented as such. Subsection A presents the working
principle of the order estimating method. Subsection B describes
the spatial smoothing (SS) technique used to bring the sample
covariance matrix, of a single acquisition, to full rank, such that
the eigendecomposition required by future steps may be used
for principle component analysis (PCA). Subsection C presents
the minimum description length (MDL) principle used for es-
timating the number of detections, while in Subsection D the
numerical complexity is compared to the traditional approach.
Finally, Subsection E presents simulated results for the proposed
subaperture stitching technique.
A. Working Principle
The proposed method uses MDL to estimate the number of
spectral components, Nc, and assumes that the signal fits an AR
process that has an order proportional toNc. Similarly to Prony’s
method [9]–[11], the proposed method makes the assumption
that the signal of interest is a series of exponentials. In theory,
such a signal is described by an autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) model having, in general, Nc zeros and Nc poles.
However, because ARMA model estimation is computationally
exhaustive, most applications approximate the model to be AR.
It is shown by Kay and Marple in [12] that, if noise is present,
the Nc order AR model is very unlikely to fit the data correctly.
Moreover, if the signal is a harmonic time series, the spectral
estimation is highly dependent on the initial phase and in some
cases, this might even lead to spectral line splitting.
In [12], the authors also present how to overcome these issues:
If the number of available samples is large compared to the num-
ber of spectral components, the initial phase will have reduced
impact on spectral estimation, which is further minimized by
using forward–backward (FB) estimation. It is also proposed
that the desired ARMA model be replaced with an AR model
having a large number of poles, because an ARMA(Nc, Nc)
process is equivalent to an AR() process, as guaranteed by the
Wold decomposition.
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Algorithm 1: Processing Chain of the Proposed Method.
Input: x, SNR
Output: y
Choose K, αSNR based on system requirements
R̂s = FB Spatial Smoothing(x,K)
λ = EigenDecomposition (R̂s)
N̂c = MDL(λ, S)
dim(θ̂) = αSNRN̂c
y = AR(x, dim(θ̂))
Because of this, we will introduce a new SNR-dependent in-







where AR(x, dim(θ̂)) represents the FB Burg’s method [13],
[14] which is used to fill the gaps of the sparse isorange data
samples, x, using an AR model having order dim(θ̂).
B. Forward–Backward Spatial Smoothing
Let the received signal, e.g., an arbitrary isorange, be x =
[x(1), x(2), . . . x(N)]T , with covariance matrixR = xxH . If
only a single observation is available,R will have unitary rank,
which would result in an eigendecomposition with a single
nonzero eigenvalue. A possible solution to the rank deficiency
problem is to use an overdetermined least squares estimate
based on P ≥ N observations. The LS estimate is defined as
RLS =XX
H , where X = [x1,x2, . . .xP ]. However, in ap-
plications such as radar, all of the acquisitions are coherent, and
thus it is impossible to increase the rank ofR this way, no matter
the number of observations. A popular technique used in SAR
imaging for solving this problem is called range multilooking
[15]. It divides the total bandwidth of the radar signal into P
sub-bands and considers each a separate, noncoherent observa-
tion. The cost of using multilooking is loss in range resolution,
which is greatly undesired.
In this article, we take a different approach that is frequently
used in angle estimation problems, called SS. SS is used to
produce full rank covariance matrices even from a single ob-
servation [16]. SS takes x and generates N −K + 1 smaller
noncoherent signals, each having K samples, where K ≤ N/2.
The signals are of the form
xn:n+K−1 = [x(n), . . . x(n+K − 1)]T , with
n = 1 : N −K + 1. For each xn:n+K−1 subsignal, a K by K
covariance matrix is generated as shown in Fig. 4. If x is parsed
starting from 1 toS = N −K + 1, the method is called forward
SS.
Once all RF,i matrices are known, the full rank forward





Fig. 4. Spatial smoothing for an arbitrary isorange.




for n = 1, . . . N −K + 1 do
RF,n = [


























Backward smoothing implies parsing x from N −K + 1 to
1, and gives a new full-rank covariance matrix [9],RB
RB = JRF
TJ (4)
where J is the exchange matrix, which has 1 elements on the
counter diagonal and has all other elements equal to 0. Naturally,




(RF +RB) . (5)
Doing so further enhances the performance of the principal
component estimators that will be used later on. The implemen-
tation of FB–SS is shown in Algorithm 2, where x is the input
signal, with dim(x) samples, and K is the desired size ofRS .
The constraint to obtain full rank is that K ≤ N/2. If N/2 is
much larger than number of relevant eigenvalues, lowering K
will greatly decrease numerical complexity when computing the
eigenvalues ofRS .
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C. Minimum Description Length
Information criteria are widely used in parameter estimation
problems [17]. The first of its kind was introduced by Akaike
[18], as the “A Information Criterion”. AIC makes use of the
Kullback–Leibler information, D(θ, σ2), as a measure of dis-













where L(X|m(θ̂)) denotes the likelihood function for the
data,X , under the approximating model m(θ̂). Assuming a
































In practice, D(θ, σ2) is unknown, but can be estimated if
certain assumptions are made. The AIC was designed as an















where dim(θ̂) is the selected order for the approximating model
m(θ̂), and σ2
dim(θ̂)
is a biased estimate of the true variance for










In short, AIC can be described as a penalized likelihood
that offers an optimal compromise between goodness of fit and
complexity.
The traditional approach for estimating the order for an AR
model is to compute all possible values of σ2
dim(θ̂)
and choose
the order that minimizes (8). Because the AR model and the
prediction error must be recomputed for every possible value of
dim(θ̂), this approach will lead to a numerical complexity of
O(N3). Since N can be quite large in the case of azimuth signal
reconstruction, the method may become too computationally
exhaustive to be practical.
The method proposed in this article does not only solve
the complexity issue at no performance loss, but may also
offer better estimates if properly calibrated. Instead of directly
estimating the optimal value for dim(θ), a different approach
is taken that uses a principle similar to AIC, called MDL, to
indirectly estimate dim(θ).
MDL was derived by Rissanen [20] as a principle for statistical
modeling of the description length. Description length can be
thought of as the number of digits in a binary string used to code
the data, and can be mathematically modeled as the sum of two
terms. The first term is a measure of how well the model fits
the data, while the second term represents the complexity of the
model and encodes the parameters of the model itself [20]. MDL










∣∣∣m(θ̂)))+ η log (S) (10)
where η is the number of independent parameters in m(θ̂),
and S represents the number of spatially smoothed matrices,
computed in the previous section as N −K + 1. By comparing
the information criterion in (8) and the description length in
(10), it is seen that second term plays the role of penalty factor
for MDL. As previously described, the slow-time signature of a
reflective point in the proposed bistatic SAR geometry will result
in a slow-varying chirp. For the sole purpose of estimating the
number of detections, the slow-time response will be approxi-
mated as a sine-wave. Assuming that the targets are separable in
space, the number of detections will coincide with the number
of discrete frequency components, Nc. We have now simplified
the problem, from estimating the number of target signatures to
estimating the number of discrete frequency components using
MDL which is described in detail in the following paragraphs.
An appropriate model for the family of covariance matrices
to be considered is given by
R = ψ + σ2I (11)
where ψ denotes a positive semi definite matrix, and σ2 is the











whereΛ1...K andV 1...K are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
R, respectively, and K represents the dimension of the spatially
smoothed covariance matrix. Since in our application the signal








σ2,V H1 . . .V
H
K ,Λ1 . . .ΛK
)
. (13)
Considering that each observation, or spatially smoothed data
vector, is statistically independent and regarded as a zero-mean












where xs,i represents the ith of S spatially smoothed vectors, of
size K, illustrated in Fig. 4. Further on, it is shown in [21] that
by taking the logarithm and omitting terms that do not depend






∣∣∣m(θ̂))) = −Slog (det (R))− tr(R−1R̂S)
(15)
where notations det(.) and tr(.) represent the determinant and
trace of the matrix, respectively, R̂S is the spatially smoothed
sample covariance matrix, and R represents the unique covari-
ance matrix formed from the chosen model parameters. The
maximum likelihood estimate is the m(θ̂) that maximizes (15).
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for n = 1, . . .K − 1 do








2 (n(2K − n)) log(S)
end for
N̂c = arg min
n
{MDL(n)}
These estimates are given by [21], [22]
Λ = λ (16a)







where v,λ represent the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
sample covariance matrix. A keynote is that the eigenvalues are
sorted in descending order, such that the first N̂c eigenvalues
correspond to detections, while the last K − N̂c correspond to
noise. Finally, the maximum likelihood estimate of the noise
variance, σ̂2, becomes the average of the noise eigenvalues.
ReplacingRwith the maximum likelihood estimate, (16), gives














which is equivalent to the first term in (10). The term in brackets
represents the ratio of the geometric mean to the arithmetic mean
of the smallest K − N̂c eigenvalues.
Unlike AIC, MDL also takes into account the number of
independent observations, which is equivalent to the number of
spatially smoothed matrices, S. This makes MDL tend toward
lower-dimensional models which is a key property when used
in the present application, as it avoids overfitting.
Further on, a simple example is presented, in which MDL is
performed on a K = 32 sized vector, x(n), composed of three





jωin + w (n) (18)
where Ai and ωi represent the amplitude and angular frequency,
respectively, of each spectral component, and w(n) is complex
additive white noise. The SNR used is 10 dB, and the amplitude
dynamic used in this example is max{A}min{A} = 10
4. Fig. 5 presents
the evolution of the MDL cost function as dim(θ̂) increases.
The value of dim(θ̂) at which the cost function is minimized
represents the most probable value of Nc.
Fig. 5. MDL(θ̂) as a function of dim(θ̂), using the notations in relation (10).
D. Numerical Complexity
Throughout the experiments in this article, the size of the
spatialy smoothed matrix, K, was empirically chosen to be
K = Nlog2N
, as it offers a good balance between efficiency and
performance. In practice, K should be as small as possible, but
at least twice as large as the largest possible number of targets.
The algorithms used for AR model generation have a nu-
merical complexity ofO(N dim(θ) + dim (θ)2). By estimating
the order with the classic approach, the AR algorithm must be
recomputed for every possible dim(θ) in order to evaluate the
AIC described by (8). The largest theoretical value of dim(θ) is
N − 1, thus requiring ∑N−1k=1 Nk + k2 computations, and this
excludes the AIC criterion minimization and prediction error
estimation. This gives a total method complexity of O(N3).
Unlike the previous method, the present method only com-
putes the AR model once. The magnitude of the complexity is ap-
proximatelyO(NK2), whereNK2 is the numerical complexity
of the most expensive processing block, SS. Using the proposed
value for K = Nlog2N , the complexity gain of the method, com-
pared to the traditional, AIC-based, method is approx. (log2N)
2.
This gain can further be increased for large N, depending on
how sparse the image is. The raw SAR image used to provide
the experimental results in this article has 10 000 range samples
and 3700 cross-range samples. The reconstruction is done for
each isorange, consisting in a 3700 sample vector.
The largest aperture is approximately N = 1000 samples.
Thus, using the proposed method leads to a computational
gain of 100. The traditional method’s complexity could also
be reduced by stopping at the first local minimum, but will no
longer ensure optimal performance.
E. Numerical Results
Further on, a performance comparison is presented between
the proposed method and the traditional method. Simulation
parameters have been chosen to mimic the experimental bistatic
SAR scenario, where the signals of interest represent the slow
time response of a given number of targets. The geometry spec-
ifications were chosen to match those in our experimental setup
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Fig. 6. RMSE of the AR model when using dim(θ) estimated with the
proposed method, as a function of SNR and parameter αSNR.
Fig. 7. Optimal values for αSNR, selected from Fig. 6.
(e.g., Sentinel 1A/B height, velocity, bandwidth, and receiver
sampling rate). The RMS error was computed between the ideal,
artificially generated signal, and the AR-filled gaps based on
the estimated dim(θ). For both the proposed and classic order
estimation methods, signal reconstruction was done with Burg’s
method. The RMS error was averaged over 10 000 realizations.
The number of targets was set randomly between 1 and 8, and
the gap size was set between 0 and 0.1 s.
Fig. 6 presents the rms error as a function of two variables;
the first is αSNR which is related to dim(θ) by (2), and the
second is the SNR of the input signal. A key observation is that,
by choosing large values for αSNR, which result in large orders
when the SNR is low, the error will begin to increase. This is
caused by the previously mentioned effect of overfitting.
In Fig. 7, the optimal values of αSNR are shown, chosen as
a compromise between performance and complexity, based on
the results of Fig. 6. The SNR value was defined for the weakest
point-target after azimuth compression.
Fig. 8 presents a comparison between the results of the classic
method, the proposed method when αSNR has a constant value
of 8, and when αSNR takes different values depending on the
SNR, assuming it is a priori estimated. The values of αSNR as a
function of SNR were chosen from Fig. 6.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents an evaluation of the proposed multia-
perture focusing procedure with a bistatic acquisition performed
Fig. 8. Comparison between the classic method and the proposed method with
αSNR = 8 and with optimal αSNR.
Fig. 9. Received pulses for the acquisition performed on 07.04.2017. (a) PRI
(nominal and computed from the time stamps). (b) Amplitude.
on 07.04.2017 over an area of Bucharest city, Romania, with the
ground receiver being placed on top of the rectorate building of
University Politehnica of Bucharest and the Sentinel-1B satellite
flying on an ascending orbit. The implementation details of the
ground receiver are presented in [5].
The PRI and amplitude of the received pulses versus slow
time are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) displays the nominal PRI
for each subswath and the PRI computed as difference between
consecutive GPS timestamps stored by the ground receiver,
whereas Fig. 9(b) shows the amplitude of each received pulse.
The maximum amplitude is obtained for the burst from subswath
2 (with 689μs PRI), but there are also pulses received from bursts
belonging to subswaths 1 and 3.
A. Signal Reconstruction Assessment
In this subsection, we assess the impact of the AR-based signal
reconstruction on the focused image. In this regard, we consider
only the main beam of the azimuth signal (between −0.21 and
0.11 s slow time) and artificially introduce gaps of different
sizes in the middle of the lobe. The multiaperture focusing
procedure is applied on the resulting signal (two apertures with
one continuous gap in between) with and without the signal
reconstruction stage. The focused bistatic images are compared
with the reference one obtained without any gap (classical
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Fig. 10. Azimuth signal reconstruction assessment in multiaperture focusing for an artificially introduced gap of 50 ms. (a) Reference image. (b) Focused image
with the gap filled with zeros. (c) Focused image with AR model-based filled gap.
Fig. 11. RMS Error of the AR model when using different order estimating
methods, normalized to the largest error.
focusing). The grid used in the BP algorithm is aligned with the
latitude/longitude axis and its origin is the receiver’s position.
Fig. 10(a) presents the reference image, Fig. 10(b) displays
the focused image with zero-filled gaps, while Fig. 10(c) shows
the focused image after AR model-based gap filling for a 50
ms gap duration. The negative impact of the zero-filled focusing
is clear, and thus the method is of little practical interest. In
Fig. 11, we present the root mean squared error (RMSE) of
the reconstructed signals, for the two order-estimating methods
and for various constant orders, as a function of gap size. The
RMSE is computed between the complex reconstructed samples
and the original samples. The parameters of the proposed order-
estimating method were K = Nlog2N , and αSNR = 8.
The results clearly illustrate that if the order is chosen either
too high or too low, the signal will not be correctly reconstructed
due to overfitting or underfitting, respectively. The reconstruc-
tion was done for an isolated, highly reflective target, situated at
relative coordinates (457,3152).
Table I presents the corresponding phase errors of the isolated
peak, after azimuth compression. The true phase is 93.45°.
In Table II, instead of reconstructing a strong isolated target
as before, the reconstruction is done for a cluster positioned at
coordinates (306,2296) relative to the receiver. The true phase
of the target of interest is 146.16°. The RMSE is presented in
Fig. 12.
The parameters for the proposed methods are kept the same
as in the previous experiment. It is shown that by choosing
TABLE I
PHASE ERROR FOR AN ISOLATED TARGET
TABLE II
PHASE ERROR FOR CLUSTERED TARGETS
Fig. 12. RMS error of the AR model when using different order estimating
methods, normalized to the largest error, for an area with many reflectors.
a constant order the error becomes highly unpredictable, and
both underfitting and overfitting become an issue. An interesting
result is that for a similar RMS error, overfitting has less impact
on phase reconstruction than underfitting.
B. Resolution Enhancement
To emphasis the azimuth resolution enhancement that can be
obtained by multiaperture focusing, we applied the procedure on
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Fig. 13. Resolution enhancement with multiaperture focusing. a) is a high
resolution multiaperture focused bistatic SAR image; b) and c) are focused
images overlaid on Google Earth of the area inscribed by the red rectangle in
a), where image b) was generated using single aperture focusing, while image
c) was generated using the proposed multiaperture focusing methodology.
the azimuth signal shown in Fig. 9 for the groups of consecutive
pulses between −1.02 to 0.76 s. In this interval, the maximum
gap size is below 0.1 s. The resulting multiaperture bistatic SAR
image [Fig. 10(a)] is focused on the same grid as the single-
aperture image shown in Fig. 13(a). Fig. 13(b) and (c) present
the single-aperture bistatic image and the multiaperture bistatic
image of a high-rise building overlaid on a Google Earth picture,
respectively.
Based on the main response of the building, the measured
−6 dB resolution for the single-aperture image is 34.2 m, while
for the multiaperture one is 6.8 m. Besides the drawback of a few
focusing artifacts (that yield a measured peak to side lobe ratio of
around 26 dB), in the multiaperture image the scattering centers
are much more clearly highlighted than in the single-aperture
case.
For the extended aperture, the proposed order-estimating
method was approx. 30 times faster, on average, than the tra-
ditional method.
V. CONCLUSION
This article presented a methodology on how to focus space-
borne transmitter–stationary receiver bistatic data that span sev-
eral along-track apertures with gaps in between. The possibility
of increasing the azimuth resolution by using the proposed
procedure was shown on a dataset acquired with Sentinel-1B
operating in TOPSAR mode as transmitter of opportunity. Each
subaperture is normalized with the AP and interpolated on a
common grid (PRI). The gaps between the apertures are then
filled using an AR model. Furthermore, a novel and highly
efficient method is proposed to estimate the optimal order for the
AR model. Unlike the traditional approach which uses the AIC
to directly estimate the order, the proposed method indirectly
estimates the order by detecting the number of targets using
PCA. The optimal order is chosen as an integer multiple of the
number of targets, which depends on SNR.
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